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Sheâ€™s destined to be his â€¦ but is he destined to destroy her?A dangerous hunt ...Polar bear

shifter Karl Werner is on the trail of a â€œwerewolfâ€• -- a wolf shifter whoâ€™s lost control of their

animal. Since shifters who reach that point canâ€™t be rehabilitated, his grim task is to execute

whoever it is before they can expose shiftersâ€™ existence to the wider world.The job takes him to

Mayfair, a town on the edge of the desert. The climate makes his bear miserable â€¦ but when he

finds his fated mate, it generates a whole different kind of heat. If only the curvy, green-eyed

brunette werenâ€™t so standoffish.A terrifying suspicion ...Allison Lewis has never responded to a

man the way she does to Karl. The ex-Special Forces man is huge and muscled and fills her with

longing -- but the reason why heâ€™s come to Mayfair chills her to the bone.The nightmares

sheâ€™s been having all point to one horrifying conclusion: that sheâ€™s the â€œmonsterâ€•

heâ€™s hunting. How can she trust the man whoâ€™s been sent to kill her â€¦ let alone give in to the

fire between them?An agonizing dilemmaWhen Karl realizes the truth, Allison runs away -- but

sheâ€™s got human hunters after her. Karl has to find her before they do, and then accomplish

whatâ€™s never been done: teach an out-of-control shifter how to unite with her wolf. Can he pull off

the impossible ... or will he be forced to destroy his mate?***Guardian Bears: Karl is a steamy

standalone, full-length bear shifter romance with a HEA, no cheating, and no cliffhangers.***
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This is a great stand alone with lots of excitement and lots of action. It has hot, steamy love scenes

with a mates true devotion. The way this story is written makes it easy to believe its all real and to

totally lose yourself in the story. Totally fantastic!

The storyline is intense and exciting!. The characters are awesome!.Alison is just a small town

woman or so she thought. Odd things start happening to her like waking up naked in a bar's

restroom hearing that a guy she did not like was attacked by a monster. And this is not the first time

she woke up naked in a strange place!.Karl is a Guardian bear shifter. The werewolf Alpha Harper

asks for his help as it seems there is a rogue wolf on the loose in a little town the wolves can not go

to. Harper does not say as much but he wants Karl to kill the rogue!.Karl goes to the little town

where he meets Alison. He knows right away she is his fated mate only he has a mission to do first.

Little does he know Alison and the rogue are one in the same!. When hunters show up in town

things get really intense!.You will so love this exciting, funny,suspenseful, sweet and scorching hot

shifter romance!. It is a 5-star plus must read book!.

It is a good story about a shifter sent to take care of a problem and finds himself in a very difficult

situation Karl meets Allison and is attracted to her but his desire to investigate some recent

situations scares her. She is not sure what is going on but she is very afraid that something is going

on with her.It is a pretty quick read and I enjoyed the characters and the story. Karl is a good person

who wants to do what is right. Allison is alone and scared. The attraction is there from the beginning

and it is interesting to see them struggle with what to do considering the situation. There is a

surprise that I did not expect but really strengthens the story.I received a copy in return for a honest

review.

An ARC was given to me for an honest review. This is an exciting intense story about a young

female shifter who doesn't know what is happening to her. She was never taught about her shifter

nature because her parents died when she was a baby. He has come to town to take care of a



werewolf problem in any way necessary. When he meets her, he knows that she is his mate. When

he figures out his mate is the werewolf problem, he is determined to find a way to help her through

her transition without her killing anyone. This is an interesting and entertaining story. Enjoy I did.

Guardian Bears: Karl deserves 4.5 stars and a WOW.Polar bear shifter Karl Werner has his own

story to be told. He works at the Guardian Bears office in Coldwood. His next job is going to make

changes in his life forever. Will Allison Lewis and Karl Werner stay business professionals or

develop into something more with heat? Where will this blazing hot attraction lead to? Oh, the

possibilities.Read to find out what happens next.The full review can be found on the below

URL:[...]DebACopyright Night Owl Reviews

WOW! This third book in the series: Guardian Bears: Karl is full of suspense, wonder, and surprises.

The plot is solid, the characters are well developed and it is great to see the other Guardian Bears:

Marcus and Lucas with their mates. It is good to meet the newest Guardian Bear: Connor also. Karl

has quite the challenge and his mate Allison had to overcome so much but she did it! Great story!

Almost forgot, this book was an ARC Gifted by the Author in exchange for an honest review, still a

great story!
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